A Cosmic Love Story and Transcendence
Inspires Anaya's Latest New Age Orchestral
Album, AONKI: Gateway of Love
Award-winning Brazilian musician,
Anaya, expresses otherworldly vision and
spirituality in unique orchestral new age
music with electronic trance influences.
LOS ANGELES, CA, USA, February 9,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Following an
extraordinary year for her epic album,
Eternity, world-renowned Brazilian
composer/producer Anaya returns with
her most transcendent album ever,
Aonki: Gateway of Love, releasing today
in both digital and physical formats, at
Amazon, iTunes, and quality stores
everywhere. The "cosmic new age
music" album has taken off, winning both
Clouzine's Best New Age Album Award,
and the Global Music Awards'
“Outstanding Achievement Award" for the
single "Laman Song." The album was
also included in a Huffington Post feature
article titled "Heartful of Love."

AONKI: Gateway of Love stirs the soul with passionate
melodies that awaken us to our heart's song; releasing
just in time for Valentine's Day gifting.

To connect with her North American
fanbase, Anaya is scheduled to introduce
the new music and discuss her enchanting cosmic love story in a LIVE Instagram video interview with
Beth Ann Hilton of The B Company on Valentine's Day, February 14th at 1:00 p.m. Pacific Standard
Time (PST).

I make music to fulfill a
collective yearning shared by
humanity for harmony, unity
and balance...Music is the
sound of Light. Our best
instrument is the universal
harmony of being.”
Anaya
on Eternity.

Over the course of her musical career, Anaya has captured
the soothing and energizing essence of the music of her
native country, while forging a dynamic synthesis of orchestral
new age, electronic and melodic trance influences and
textures. Anaya’s latest collection, the mysteriously titled
Aonki: Gateway of Love, is a powerful, sweeping work that
marks her second virtual collaboration and real-time recording
in cyberspace between the artist’s label AnayaMusic in Brazil
at Studio 1234, a live symphony orchestra in Prague
(featuring members of the Czech Philharmonic) and
Orchestra.Net in Los Angeles; the team also worked together

When she’s composing, Anaya calls on
her spiritual side, and "retires" from this
world to enter a realm of musical
vibration; yet when production begins,
she draws on her tech background as a
Digital Information Specialist, analyzing
the most effective sounds to convey her
spiritual concepts. Reflecting on her
personal inspiration and creative
process, Anaya shares “I make music to
fulfill a collective yearning shared by
humanity for harmony, unity and balance.
The magic of music and the profound
feelings of love are a divine instrument of
perfection to give re-birth to our soul.
Music is the sound of Light. Our best
instrument is the universal harmony of
being.”
In listening to this album, one is carried
away on a journey of both futuristic and
traditional sounds. Reviews from
Anaya is a life-long multi-instrumentalist, who composes
Contemporary Fusion and New Age
on both keyboards and guitar.
Music Reviews are stellar, with the latter
noting, "Anaya is like a female Yanni of
sorts. I can imagine this woman on stage
surrounded by an orchestra and several
keyboards to present her musical
talents." For lifestyle blog BEING: Sights,
Sounds & Conscious Living, music writer
Jonathan Widran wrote in an extensive
review, "Reflective of its title, 'Aonki' is
the name of the Gateway of Love and it
came to Anaya in meditation as the
driving force and guiding light for the
journey of the recording. It reflects her
belief that 2018 is a gateway year for
Anaya embraces the power of music for cosmic
overcoming differences and going to the
connection. Image by Marcio Alves.
Divine aspect of life, both individually and
collectively. 'Laman Song' opens with a
fast-paced film score like energy, then gives way to a gentle flute reflection before several competing
musical paths emerge and dial down to a soulful keyboard-induced hypnosis with subtle orchestral
harmonies," the review closing with commentary on "A Path to the Infinite" calling it "another allorchestral mood piece that bathes the listener in a rich ambiance full of love and the brightness of
eternity."
The Aonki CD arrives in a brightly-colored digipak, with romantic artwork evoking thoughts of the Girl
from Ipanema. Love is surely the mood here. As the liner notes say, “Anaya’s musical invitation to
experience the Gateway of Love stirs the soul with passionate melodies of timeless inspiration to
awaken our heart’s song.”

Aonki: Gateway of Love marks yet another powerful milestone on Anaya’s journey of creating
innovative, life-changing, heart transforming and consciousness shifting cosmic new age music.
Transcending challenges in her own life through the embodiment of compassion, gratitude and pure
joy, poured into the art of creating her music, she says, “To be faced with hardships becomes a way of
life, but to transcend the barriers of our experience through love, awareness, creativity, and inner
peace is a way of being. The Gateway of Love is a path to enlightenment, a felt sense of oneness with
awareness itself.”
All of Anaya's music is available at quality online music sites, as well as in mainstream and specialty
music stores; physical distribution is serviced by CPI Distribution and New Leaf Distribution. One can
listen and link to buy music from Anayamusic.com.
Radio airplay copy requests may be directed to Ed and Stacy Bonk of LAZZ Promotions at
LazzPromotions(at)LazzPromotions(dot)com.
For media interviews or review copies, please contact publicist Beth Ann Hilton, The B Company,
bethhilton(at)theBcompany(dot)com.
Connect with Anaya at:
Instagram.com/anayakunt
Twitter.com/AnayaMusic
Facebook.com/anayamusic
Pandora.com/anaya-music
Amazon: amzn.to/2iisPax
iTunes: itunes.apple.com/br/album/aonki-gateway-of-love/1326413765?l=en
About Anaya
Anaya is a timeless Brazilian composer, keyboardist and vocalist devoted to elevating the human spirit
through music, to fulfill a collective yearning shared by humanity for harmony, unity and balance. She
is also a multi-talented professional with a Post Doctorate degree in leadership and a Ph.D. in
Information Technologies. Anaya joins her expertise in computer science with a deep understanding
of universal spirituality to create a union between technology and the senses; this is the heart of
award-winning Anaya Music company. AONKI: Gateway of Love is her latest album. AnayaMusic is
an ASCAP artist.
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